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Abstract 

This paper examined the trend in Nigeria’s electoral process since 1999-2019 

with statistical data obtained from the Independent Electoral Commission of 
Nigeria ( INEC ).Statistics of women participation and access to funding in 

elections in Nigeria reveals a decline in participation of women in politics 

majorly seeking for elective positions which is attributed to lack of financial 
resources .An update of the 2019 General elections in Nigeria  shows that 62 

women were elected into elective positions across the Nation out of 2970 who 
contested for different political offices. A breakdown of the figures given by 

INEC shows that 7 women were elected into the Senate and 11 into the House of 

Representatives in the 2019 General elections as against 8 in the Senate and 14 
in the House of Representatives in 2015. This data indicates 4.17% women’s 

representation in the 2019 General elections contrary to 5.65% elected in the 

2015 General elections. This paper identifies one major challenge which is the 
issue of lack of finance and if not addressed there will be likelihood of further 

decline in the 2023 upcoming elections.  With adequate funding more women 
will be encouraged to participate actively in the electoral process and seek 

elective positions. 
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Introduction 

Women’s active participation in politics and governance has been on the decline 

overtime in Nigeria. Factors responsible indicate that funding plays an essential role in 

politics. The high cost of electoral campaigning means that politics does not afford equal 

opportunities for all to compete. Those who have the financial means, money networks, 

patrons, god fathers and party support are advantageous over those who do not have. 

Hence they are more likely to compete and win elections. 

The issue of financing deters female prospective candidates from seeking elective 

positions. Money is one of the essential elements that facilitate elections in today’s 

modern day politics. The inability to secure finance for elections into political offices has 
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become one of the greatest barriers to women’s entry into politics in Nigeria today 

despite increase in political awareness. Female candidates must have sufficient finance to 

bankroll electoral campaigns, print tee shirts, transport supporters to rallies, feed them, 

print fliers, and give them money to buy their time ( Ballington, Julie & kahane, 2011 ). 

It is worthy to note that the Nigeria electoral process has been commercialized 

and those with adequate financial empowerment carry the highest votes (Asaju & Adagha, 

2013).Money is required at every developmental stages in the electoral process, it is 

needed to pay the campaign team and keep them motivated. Like the Holy Scriptures 

says “Money answereth all things” Ecclesiastes 10 verse 19. Thus access to financial 

resources is a panacea to women active participation in politics especially when they 

wish to seek for elective position. 

In Nigeria, women participation in politics is not up to the 49% of the Nation’s 

population which they represent and has not translated into equal representation in 

leadership positions. The global issue of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs 3), 

to promote gender equality and empower women had not been achievable in Nigeria. The 

clarion call for bridging the gap created by long term discrimination against women and 

making them more visible in politics has not been actualized in Nigeria. A true reflection 

of this scenario can be seen in the 2015 and 2019 General elections in Nigeria. 

Poor participation of women in politics and the number of women in political 

positions is growing at a very slow rate despite efforts to change the trend. United 

Nations Women report (UN, 2013), states that lack of access to funds is the biggest 

challenge deterring women’s entry into politics in Nigeria. The electoral system in 

Nigeria is characterized by candidates centered interest rather than that of party centered 

interest. This goes a long way to affect female prospective candidates because huge funds 

are required to drive the campaigns. Funds are needed of her at every level of the 

campaign starting from the nomination of interest form, nomination proper and if 

eventually nominated the party will require funds from her to prosecute the campaign and 

the election proper ( Bangura,2012). 

Women generally, have poor access to credit facilities and male support 

contributing to their lack of financial strength and cultural believes places them as second 

fiddles to their male counterparts who dominates the political terrain. 

 

Justification for the Study 

On Thursday 16th May, 2019, the Independent Electoral Commission of Nigeria 

(INEC, 2019) in a press briefing concerning the 2019 General elections held in Nigeria 

highlighted that only 62 women out of the 2970 who contested elections into the various 

political offices in the 2019 General elections were elected. The commission expressed 

disappointment over the low participation of Nigerian women in politics describing it as a 

constraint to growth and poverty reduction. 

A breakdown of the figures given by INEC after the 2019 polls shows that 7 

women were elected into the Senate, 11 into the House of Representatives, 4 as Deputy 

Governors and 40 were elected under different party platforms into the Houses of 

Assembly. This goes to buttress the claim of   low women participation by INEC in 2019. 
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Basically, women’s low economic status especially in Nigeria is a militating 

factor affecting their active participation in politics. Since most of them cannot afford the 

financial implication needed to facilitate elections into elective positions there will 

continue to be a decline in women occupying elective seats in Nigeria. 

Politics in the sub region, especially seeking elective position is an expensive 

venture requiring huge financial involvement and solid financial backing. The relative 

pathetic poor financial disposition of women is a critical challenge which mostly 

accounts for their poor participation in politics and political defeat in elections. About 

90% of women in Nigeria currently live below poverty line, so in spite of concessions by 

some major political parties which lowers the cost for women seeking elective positions 

for party nomination forms the cost of realizing electoral ambition is still far beyond the 

reach of even the most highly placed women in the absence of a “godfather” who foots 

the bill in exchange for unlimited favour’s when the seat is eventually secured.  

Considering financial backing, the godfathers and other financials of political 

aspirants prefer male aspirants to female ones based on the societal value assumption that 

political activities are masculine and male candidates are believed to stand better chances 

of winning elections. 

Generally, women have poor access to credit facilities, lack of inheritance right, 

culturally unacceptable control of their income and resources while living with their 

husbands (for married ones) contributing to their lack of financial strength. In some cases, 

women are barred by traditional believes from participating in politics which is a 

negation of modern day political process. 

It is no doubt that women still remain highly marginalized, discriminated against and 

inadequately represented in the political life of the Nation Nigeria. The inability to 

compete favourably with their male counterparts is due majorly to accessibility of finance. 

       

Objectives of the Study 

The overall objective of this study is a statistical evaluation of women 

participation and access to resources in elections in Nigeria. The specific objectives are to: 

(a) Determine if women’s low participation in seeking elective positions in Nigeria is 

due to finance. 

(b) Evaluate the factors responsible for the decline in women’s participation in Nigeria 

politics. 

 

Methodology 

The method used in this study is to analyze secondary data showing records of 

women elected into various political positions since 1999-2019.     

 

Basic Factors Affecting Women Access to Resources in Elections 

1. Electoral System:  In candidate centered systems as obtainable in Nigeria, candidates 

have to raise funds for their own campaigns. This can be particularly costly, as 

campaigns typically involve high costs for materials and media exposure. In 
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countries like Tanzania, where proportional system is practiced and political parties 

assume primary responsibility for campaigning, women with few financial resources 

have opted to seek election in the reserved seats which are filled through proportional 

list rather than run for the far more costly constituency seats (Baker, 2006). Other 

considerations such as the length of the campaign period can also place great 

financial burdens on women. 

2. Lack of Collateral Facilities: Women lack equal access to credit facilities like men to 

enhance their ambition and income generation, they lack collaterals hence Banks 

deny them funding. 

3. Lack of Consideration: In Nigeria, consideration is hardly given to women when 

funds are required for election purposes. Accessing funds might be more problematic 

for women given their limited access and gender perceptions that call into question 

their qualification or suitability as serious political candidates. 

4. Lack of Network Funds: One major reason why women may struggle to raise funds 

relative to men is that they are less likely to be linked to business and professional 

networks which can provide financial resources and expertise. This shows that 

women might not have access to funding channels that are available to male 

candidates. The absence of women from these networks hampers their ability to raise 

sufficient funds to campaign effectively particularly when running against entrenched 

male incumbents. The exceptions to this are often the spouses, daughters and sisters 

of well-known politicians’ who by virtue of their relationships have access to family 

capital and connections(Ugwuegede,2014). The cultivation of networks is important 

not only for fund raising, but also for gaining political leverage by building contacts 

and expertise and using common interests for canvassing purposes. 

5. Incumbency: - In most cases incumbents are men hence it is often difficult to unseat 

them hence the added costs associated with unseating an incumbent can dissuade 

women from entering political races. 

6.  Wrong Perception of Women in Politics: - In Nigeria, women who are actively 

participating in politics are seen and treated as free women (prostitutes/wayward) of 

easy virtues, stubborn people, whore, too domineering, cultural rebellions, etc. it is 

observed that during campaign, the political opponents mostly men use the alleged 

loose moral standing of these women against them and often insult them directly in 

public. 

Thus, they are often subjected to public ridicule and are socially stigmatized by both 

men and women. The use of negative labeling; derogatory names; abusive language 

and expressions to describe women in politics discourage many of them from active 

participation in politics and access to resources in elections (Yahaya, 2012). 

7. Lack of Family, Fellow Women and Media Supports: - Lack of family support is a 

critical challenge to women access to resources in Election because of the culturally 

assumed nature that women must seek permission from men/husbands before 

venturing into politics. Also women don’t enjoy support from their fellow women 

who do not have expected confidence in their leadership abilities hence they 

withdraw financial and social support. An example of this is the case of Mrs Sarah 
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Jubril in the 2015 Presidential nomination primary in Nigeria.   Factors like envy, 

jealousy and other problems associated with interpersonal relations are common with 

women. There is always poor media coverage of women political campaigns and 

other electoral activities thereby discriminating against them to possibly favor their 

male counterparts thus affecting their access to resources in elections from 

prospective supporters (Agbalajobi, 2010). 

8. Gender inequality: Gender discrimination, sexual harassment, cultural and marital 

restriction manifest greatly in Nigeria’s political sphere as a deeply held belief. A 

reflection on the 2019 polls in Nigeria shows that women formed long queues and 

cast the majority of votes in all the elections. Yet only very few of them got elected 

(Kujenja, 2019).   

 

Data of Women’s Participation in Elections in Nigeria 

The tables below contain data of women’s participation in elections in Nigeria 

from 1999 to 2015 general elections. 
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Table 1:  Chart on Women Representations in the 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011, 2015 and 2019 General  Elections in Nigeria. 
 1999 2003 2007 2011 2015 2019  

Office Seat  

Avai

lable 

Women Seat  

Avai-

lable 

Women Seat 

Avai

lable 

Women Seat  

Avai

lable 

Women Seat 

Avai

lable 

Women Seat 

Avai

lable 

Women 

President 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Senate 109 3(2.8%) 109 4(3.7%) 109  9 (8.3%) 109 7(6.4%) 109 8(7.33%) 109 7(6.42%) 

House of 

Reps. 

360 12(3.3%) 360 21(5.8%) 360 25(6.9%) 360 26(7.2%) 360 14(3.88% 360 11(3.05%) 

Governor 36 0 36 0 36 0 36 0 36 0 36 0 

State House 

of Assembly 

990 24(2.4%) 990 40(4.04%) 990 57(5.8%) 990 68 (6.9% 990  990 - 

State House 

of Assembly 

Committee 

829 18(2.2%) 881 32(3.6%) 887 52(5.9%) 887 - 887 - 887 - 

Local 

Government 

Area 

Chairperson 

710 13(1.8%) 774 15(1.9%) 740 27(3.6%) 740 - 740  740 - 

Councilors 6366 69(1.1%) 6368 267 

(4.2%) 

6368 235 

(3.7%) 

6368 - 668 - 668 - 

Source: INEC, 2019 Abuja. 
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Table 2: Trends of Women Deputy Governors in Nigeria 

Election Year No. of Women Deputy Governors 

1999 1 

2003 2 

2007 6 

2011 1 

2015 2 

2019 4 

Source: INEC, 2019 Abuja 

 

Statistics in table 1 and 2 above reveal that from 1999 – 2019 General elections 

in Nigeria, no woman was elected into the office of the Governor in any of the 36 states 

and that of the President of the Federation.  Moreover, out of 109 Senators, there were 

only 3 women (2.8%) in 1999, which increased to 4 (3.7%) in 2003; a further increase to 

9 (8.3%) in 2007 and a slight decline to 7 (6.4%) in 2011, 8 (7.33%) in 2015 and 7(6.42%) 

in 2019.  Also, out of 360 House of Representative members, there were only 12 women 

(3.3%) in 1999; which increased to 21 (5.8%) in 2003; a further increase to 25 (6.9%) in 

2007 and a slight increase to 26 (7.2%) in 2011, House of Representatives 14(3.88%) in 

2015, 11(3.05%) in 2019 ( INEC, 2019). Out of 990 State House of Assembly members, 

there were only 24 women (2.4%) in 1999; which increased to 40 (4.04%) in 2003; a 

further increase to 57 (5.8%), 68 (6.9%) in 2007 and 2011 respectively.  Furthermore, out 

of 829,881,887 State House of Assembly Committee members, there were only 18 

women (2.2%), 32 (3.6%), 52 (5.9), in 1999, 2003, and 2007 respectively with slight 

increases (INEC, 2007). In 2011, there was no woman out of the 887 State House of 

Assembly Committee members.  Considering the office of the Local Government Area 

Chairpersons, there were only 13 (1.8%), 15(1.9%) and 27 (3.6%) women in 1999, 2003 

and 2007 respectively with slight increases. While in 2011, no woman was elected into 

the office of Local Government Area chairperson.  Finally, out of 6368 Councilors, they 

were only 69 (1.1%) women which increased to 267 (4.2%) in 2003 and reduced to 235 

(3.7%) in 2007.  Also, in 2011, no woman was elected into the office of Councilors. The 

number of women elected as Deputy Governors for 1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011, 2015 and 

2019 were 1, 2, 6, 1, 2 and 4 respectively. The total number of Deputy Governors was 36 

for 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011, 2015 and 2019.   Tables 1 & 2 displayed above shows 

women representation into the two arms of government only. Legislative arm has the 

Senate, House of Representatives, State House of Assembly and Councilors. The 

executive arm has the President, Governor, Deputy Governor, Local Government 
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Chairperson. The 2015 General election reveals that 8 Senators were elected and 14 

House of Representative members while in 2019, only 7 Senators were elected and 11 

House of Representatives members (INEC, 2019).   

From the evidence in the above tables, we therefore submit that there has been a 

rapid decline in the number of women elected into political offices and this is a far cry of 

the 35% women affirmative action by the United Nations. The following measures need 

to be taken to address this trend. 

 

Possible measures to tackle the Trend 

It ranges as follows:  

1. Waiver policy:  Women aspirants should be given waivers from payment of 

nomination fee to encourage more women participation in politics 

2. Regulations on spending should be adopted such as how much parties and candidates 

should spend and contribute to ensuring that candidates with lesser resources can run 

campaigns without being unfairly disadvantaged. 

3. Campaign time Limits: Elections time table should be strictly adhered to because 

postponements have adverse consequences on female candidates who could not bear 

 the cost of such delay. 

4. Reduction in nomination fees:- Electoral Laws specifying a reduction in nomination 

fees for women candidates be made. Thereby, facilitating women’s registration as 

candidates for election and reducing the total cost of the campaign to the party. 

5. Establishing fund raising mechanisms by parties fielding women candidates will help 

to assist prospective women to vie for elections. 

6.  Support from international and regional organizations should be encouraged and 

solicited for to assist women seeking elective positions. 

 

Conclusion 

In line with the overall and specific objectives in this study, women’s 

participation as well as seeking elective positions in Nigeria has been hampered by lack 

of finance and access to financial resources. Politics today in Nigeria is dominated by 

men and except something is done to addressing this factors the 2023 polls may likely see 

successive decline in the number of women that will occupy political offices. 

 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations are hereby suggested in this paper:  

1. Economic empowerment of women. 

2. Financing legislation should follow international conventions and agreements. 

3. Provide reports on political parties compliance with gender targeted legislation such 

as quota enforcement and earmarked funds for female candidates. 

4. Developing a plan for ensuring gender equality in relation to political financing. 

5. Implement a dedicated fund-raising mechanism to channel funds to women 

candidates for party primary competitions and to run election campaigns. 
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6. Lower the entry cost for women candidates by reducing or subsidizing membership 

or registration fees. 

7. Earmark funds within the party for gender equality initiatives including financing 

women candidates’ campaign and promoting gender equality in party statutes. 

8. Adopt mechanisms to ensure the equal allocation of funds and media air time to male 

and female candidates for election campaigns. 

9. Financial institutions and other organizations can set up easily accessible micro-

credit loans and trust funds for women candidates to help them raise funds for their 

campaigns. 

10. Support network to finance women’s campaigns at both primary and campaign 

stages. 
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